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Stronger Security Through 
Context and Visibility
ThreatSecure Network is 
powered by an innovative 
threat detection engine that 
includes integrated malware 
analysis to detect threats that 
evade perimeter defenses.

ThreatSecure Network 
provides the visibility and 
clear context of an attack that 
incident responders need to 
accurately assess and disrupt 
the threat.  

Plugged In: The Cyber 
Defense Ecosystem
ThreatSecure Network 
integrates with leading tools 
and solutions to improve 
efficiency, including:  

  Splunk Enterprise
  Tenable SecurityCenter 
CV and Log Correlation 
Engine

  ThreatAnalyzer – 
ThreatTrack’s leading 
malware analysis sandbox

See it in Action
See the benefits of 
ThreatSecure Network for 
yourself with a free demo. 

Request one at
www.ThreatTrack.com/
ThreatSecureNetwork

Reveal the Lateral Movement of 
Cyberattacks 

Correlating discovered malware and anomalous network 
behavior to detect and disrupt active attacks

ThreatSecure Network is a unique solution that provides visibility into and 
analysis of network data in order to find and remediate threats designed 
to evade perimeter or traditional security solutions, centralize incident 
investigation, and return the infected endpoints to a trusted state.

ThreatSecure Network further provides powerful analytics displayed in 
a single console that empowers analysts with the ability to track traffic 
between the attacker and target. The network services used by a device are 
aggregated and any indicators of compromise are identified and tracked.

Additionally, suspicious files can be submitted to an integrated sandbox 
where the malicious code will be analyzed for risk. ThreatSecure Network 
is the only security solution that delivers a combination of effective threat 
protection, robust network data and incident response information in a 
single, comprehensive product.

ThreatSecure Network provides the context analysts need
to understand the risks they face and more effectively respond to incidents. 
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Designed for IT 
and Security Analysts
Versatile and easy-to-use, 
ThreatSecure Network can 
be deployed by security 
operators, incident responders 
and IT security teams.

Remediate Discovered 
Threats
Generate custom remediation 
packages via ThreatSecure 
Remediation-as-a-Service to 
remove malware from infected 
endpoints.
 
See it in Action
See the benefits of 
ThreatSecure Network for 
yourself with a free demo. 

Request one at
www.ThreatTrack.com/
ThreatSecureNetwork

Stronger Defenses, Easier Management
ThreatSecure Network can bolster your security defense through a 
powerful set of features and capabilities. 

Hub & Sensor Technology
The hub and sensor architecture allows for a cost-effective, scalable 
solution that collects and delivers aggregated data across distributed 
networks through virtual or physical sensors to a central hub. 

Thressions™ – Threat Sessions 
Visually represent all network behavior between a targeted host and 
attacker before and after a threat is detected so analysts can accurately 
assess the progression of the attack.

Embedded Intrusion Detection System 
A machine-learning, configurable IDS/IPS is embedded in each sensor 
and detects network traffic that is deemed suspicious. 

Context Through Visualization  
Intuitive data visualizations enable users to quickly understand what 
is happening by drilling down to investigate threats and reveal attack 
patterns.

Disrupt Active Attacks 
Security operators can disrupt malicious network connections and stop 
data from being sent to or received from attackers.

Total Network Visibility 
Provides organizations unparalleled network visibility to identify abnormal 
flows and patterns of network traffic. 

Deep Packet Inspection  
Deep packet inspection extracts meta-data for all internal and external 
network sessions, and monitors traffic for threats and unusual activity 
across all ports and protocols.

Automated Sandbox Analysis Integration  
ThreatSecure Network integrates with ThreatTrack’s industry-leading 
malware analysis sandbox, ThreatAnalyzer, enabling in-depth analysis of 
potentially malicious files.

Discover the full benefits of ThreatSecure Network. 
For a free demo or to learn more, visit ThreatTrack.com/ThreatSecureNetwork, 
send an email to ThreatSolutionsTeam@ThreatTrack.com, or call +1-855-443-4284.


